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About This Game

Billy works in a high tech factory, only... he’s kind of a dummy. His job is to test all kinds of wacky vehicles and contraptions.
Your job is to make sure he survives the test in one piece... or not, we are overstocked on these units anyway, so go nuts!

The game contains two game modes, Mission mode and Sandbox mode. Mission mode currently has 9 missions where the
objective is to get the crash test dummy, Billy, to the checkpoint. To get to the checkpoint you have to overcome certain

obstacles, such as jump over a wall, fly up to an elevated platform, fit through a small opening and so on. To achieve this, you
must design a vehicle using the available parts, such as building blocks, wheels, jets, rollers, de-couplers and many more. Once
you are happy with your vehicle, you must pilot it through the level and get Billy to check point. While doing so, you must also

keep an eye on the maximum g-forces acting on Billy. Exceed the threshold and the mission is a failure. Good luck!
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Pretty Dank. It doesn't work.. The only thing better is a T-800. I did enjoy the game. It is a solid HOPA with variety of puzzles,
special features and a cat that is your helper. I didn't encounter any bugs and issues unlike players from other reviews.

PROS:

* Solid 4 hours of gameplay
* Beautiful graphics
* Good music
* Interesting plot
* Bonus chapter
* Variety of puzzles from very easy to more challenging ones
* Right amount of HO scenes
* Quite dynamic
* Not too much backtracking (and you have an interactive map)

Cons:

* Really annoying voice and comments from the main character, reminds me of a not very smart twelve year old who is
surprised by everyday objects
* No steam achievements\/badge. Bought this game from Walmart of all places over 10 years ago but have obviously lost the
disc. I was sitting on my couch when all of sudden it hit me, the urge to play it. Steam had it, I bought it and it's been awesome.
The game is trivial and if im being honest, almost too easy. I use it more for the only community which is going just as strong as
it was 10 years ago.. This game is lots of fun! I've done a lot on my youtube channel with in! Going to do some on twitch as
well!!!! I fully recommend this game!!!. if youre looking for a fun multiplayer game for LAN parties or Online with friends,
you will be dissapointed. the multiplay does not work. there is also no option to switch between LAN or Online which is also
dissapointing. this game is only good if youre alone and love to click XD
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If you can get this at a deep discount, it won't feel like a rip-off. I got it cheap, thankfully. That said, I didn't particularly enjoy
the majority of this bundle. The Lake House had an okay story (for a Hidden Object Game (HOG)), but all the rest either had
awful stories (Mexicana) or boring/lazy stories (Kronville Stolen Dreams. Plot twists are cringe-worthy, and the characters
weren't interesting or very likable in any of the games. A few of the puzzles were fairly nonsensical as well (pouring pepper on
an octopus...).

The art in these games is on par with most decent HOGs, and visually, they look pretty good. That said, with so many HOGs out
there, the only reason to play through this collection is just to play through some HOGs you haven't completed before. I cannot
imagine myself revisiting any of these games in this bundle except for The Lake House. Replaying other HOGs would generally
be far more fun in my opinion.

In closing, I cannot stress enough how stupid Mexicana's storyline is, though. The big reveals are maddening.. I haven't played it
for long since when I tried to customize a unit you can only really change the colours, and the models only come in different gun
presets, if you are expecting anything like the spaceship version but just TD styled, you are greatly mistaken, the only
customization here are stats and colours.. I would expect that after beating every level on "Perfect" there would be some kind
of...something

but no....

disappointed I spent that long trying. This game is a lot of fun as is. I played an early version at a gaming convention in Orlando
and it was a lot of fun then too. With the additions of servival mode and lightning punch it is even more fun.. You know what?
I'll just go ahead and say it - better than RecRoom. ENG:

A really interesting RPG game with multiplayer game and community support for the old retro gfx & sfx. A testimonial! :3

FIN:

Todella mielenkiintoinen rpg-peli, jossa moninpeli ja yhteis\u00f6 peli tuki vanhalla retro gfx & sfx. Suositteluni! :3. Awesome
game, very challenging and nicely done :D Recommended!. I just got this on sale for a mere $2.24 USD. It is definitely worth
that! Yes, it is just another "horror themed" wave shooter, but, it is fun and has decent gameplay mechanics. The weapons work
well, and I might need some new boxers. It does startle you if you don't keep track of the enemies (which are done very well).
It's probably even worth full price if you like this kind of game. While it won't keep you playing for hours and hours, it is a fun
game and worth your support. I'd like to see the dev come out with another game. This one was done well and fair priced for the
brief experience.

Good work guys! Look forward to seeing what you come up with next.. I have over 600 Hours in PUBG. This is better. First-
Pure Hold'em is a very enjoyable game- on console. However, for some reason, it ran very poorly on my PC. I don't understand
how I can run Gears of War 4 at a steady 60 fps on high settings, but a poker game ends up looking like a slide show. My
recommendation: get this game on PS4 or Xbox One (where I originally bought it), not on PC.
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